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Solutions for a class of quasilinear Schro¨dinger equations with
critical exponents term
Zhouxin Li · Yimin Zhang
Abstract In this paper, we study a class of quasilinear Schro¨dinger equation of the form
−ε2∆u+V (x)u− ε2(∆(|u|2α))|u|2α−2u = λ |u|q−2u+ |u|2∗(2α)−2u, in RN ,
where ε > 0, λ > 0, q ≥ 2, α > 1/2 are constants, N ≥ 3. By using change of variable and
variational approach, the existence of positive solution which has a local maximum point
and decays exponentially is obtained.
Keywords Critical exponent · Quasilinear Schro¨dinger equations · Concentration-
compactness principle
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1 Introduction
Let l and h be real functions of pure power forms, it is interesting to consider the existence
of solutions to the following quasilinear Schro¨dinger equation
i∂tz =−ε2∆z+W (x)z− l(|z|2)z− kε2∆h(|z|2)h′(|z|2)z, x ∈ RN ,N ≥ 3, (1.1)
where W (x) is a given potential, k is a real constant, ε > 0 is a real parameter. It has many
applications in physics according to different types of h. For example, in [8], it was used
in plasma physics with h(s) = s, and was used in [19] to models the self-channeling of
high-power ultrashort laser in matter with h(s) = (1+s)1/2. Readers can refer to [13,14] for
references of more applications of it.
In this paper, we assume that h(s) = sα , l(s) = λ s(q−2)/2 + s2∗(α)−1, where λ > 0, q ≥
2, α > 1/2, 2∗ = 2N/(N − 2) are constants. If we consider standing waves solutions of
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the form z(x, t) = exp(−iEt/ε)u(x), then z(x, t) satisfies equation (1.1) if and only if the
function u(x) solves the equation
− ε2∆u + V (x)u− kαε2(∆(|u|2α))|u|2α−2u
= λ |u|q−2u+ |u|2∗(2α)−2u, u > 0,x ∈ RN , (1.2)
where V (x) =W (x)−E is the new potential function.
In case k = 0, equation (1.2) is a semilinear elliptic equation which has been extensively
studied in the past two decades. In recent years, the quasilinear case k 6= 0 arose a lot of
interest to mathematical researchers. From [14], we know that the constant 2∗(2α) > 2∗ is
thought to behave like the critical exponent to equation (1.2). When α = 1 (i.e. h(s) = s)
and ε = 1, this kind of problems with different types of nonlinearities l(s) at sub-”critical
growth”, i.e. at sub-2∗(2α) growth, have been widely studied, see [4,5,7,14] and so on.
In [14], by using a changing of variable, they transform the equation to a semilinear one,
then the existence of solutions was obtained via variational methods under different types
of potentials V (x). This method is significant and was widely used in the studies of this
kind of problems. For general α , there are few results for this case, as far as we know,
just [1,2,13,16]. In [13], for α > 12 , l(s) = λ s
p−1
2 and 2 < p+ 1 < 2∗(2α), the existence
of solution of equation (1.2) without critical term was obtained by using the method of
Lagrange multiplier. In [16], the existence of at least one or sometimes two standing wave
solutions for α > 12 and l(s)= µ f (x)s
p−1
2 was obtained through fibreing method. Employing
the change variable method just as [14], the authors of [1] obtained the existence of at least
one positive solution for α > 12 and general l(s) by using variational approached. Moreover,
in [2], for V (x) = λ , α > 12 and l(s) = s
p−1
2 , they obtained the unique existence of positive
radial solution under some suitable conditions.
Problem at ”critical growth”, i.e. at 2∗(2α) growth rate, was studied by Moameni [17]
with a general ε > 0 and α = 1. It was assumed in [17] that V (x) = 0 on an annule, which
enable the avoidance of proving the compact embedding near the origin. In [15], the exis-
tence of radially symmetric solution was obtained for ε > 0 small enough. Other kinds of
such problems at ”critical growth” were studied in [6,15,21] and the references therein. But
all these are studied for α = 1, for general α , there is no results according to what we know.
In this paper, our aim is to study the existence of positive solutions of (1.2) with general
α > 1/2 and at 2∗(2α) growth. Problem of (1.2) at 2∗(2α) growth has two difficulties.
Firstly, the embedding H1(RN) →֒ L2∗(2α)(RN) is not compact, so it is hard to prove the
Palais-Smale ((PS) in short) condition. Secondly, even if we can obtain the compactness
result of (PS) sequence, it is only holds at some level of positive upper bound, it is difficult
for us to prove that the functional has such minimax level.
We assume that V (x) is locally Ho¨lder continuous and
(V) ∃ V∞ >V0 > 0 such that minx∈RN V (x) =V0 and lim|x|→∞ V (x) =V∞.
Note that assumption (V) allows zero be the minimum point of V (x). This is different to
the assumptions on V (x) in [17].
Under assumption (V), we define a space
X :=
{
u ∈ H1(RN) :
∫
RN
V (x)u2 < ∞
}
with the norm ‖u‖2X =
∫
RN |∇u|2 +
∫
RN V (x)u2.
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For simplicity of notation, we let m = 2α , q¯ = q/m and kα = 1 in this paper. Set
g(t) = λ |t|q−2t + |t|2∗m−2t and G(t) =
∫ t
0
g(s)ds.
We formulate problem (1.2) in variational structure in the space X as follows:
I(u) =
ε2
2
∫
RN
(1+m|u|2(m−1))|∇u|2 + 1
2
∫
RN
V (x)u2 −
∫
RN
G(u)
Note that I is lower simicontinuous on X , we define that u ∈ X is a weak solution for (1.2) if
u ∈ X ∩L∞(RN) and it is a critical point of I.
Firstly, for an arbitrary ε > 0, we have:
Theorem 1 Assume that q ∈ (2m,2∗m) and that condition (V) holds.
Case 1: 1 < m < 2. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(i) q¯ > 4+ 2
m
if N = 3;
(ii) q¯ > 2+ 2
m
if N = 4;
(iii) q¯ > 43 + 2m if N = 5;
(iv) q¯ > 2 if N ≥ 6.
Case 2: m ≥ 2. Assume that one of the following conditions holds:
(v) q¯ > 5 if N = 3;
(vi) q¯ > 3 if N = 4;
(vii) q¯ > 73 if N = 5;
(viii) q¯ > 2 if N ≥ 6.
Then for ε > 0 small enough, problem (1.2) has a positive weak solution uε ∈ X ∩L∞(RN)
with
lim
ε→0
‖uε‖X = 0, and uε (x)≤C exp(−β
ε
|x− xε |).
where C > 0,β > 0 are constants, xε ∈ RN is a local maximum point of uε .
Next, we consider the case ε = 1. We have the following result:
Theorem 2 Assume that all conditions in Theorem 1 hold and that ε = 1, then problem
(1.2) has a positive weak solution u1 ∈ X ∩L∞(RN).
This paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we first use a change of variable to
reformulate the problem, then we modify the functional in order to regain the (PS) condition.
In section 3, we prove that the functional satisfies the (PS) condition, this is a crucial job of
this paper. Finally, in section 4, we prove the main theorems, which involves the construction
of a mountain pass level at a certain high.
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2 Preliminaries
Since I is lower semicontinuous on X , we follow the idea in [5,14] and make the change of
variables v = f−1(u), where f is defined by

f (0) = 0,
f ′(v) = (1+m| f (v)|2(m−1))−1/2, on [0,+∞);
f (v) =− f (−v), on (−∞,0].
The above function f (t) and its derivative satisfy the following properties (see [1,2,14]):
Lemma 3 For m > 1, we have
(1) f is uniquely defined, C2 and invertible;
(2) | f ′(t)| ≤ 1 for all t ∈ R;
(3) | f (t)| ≤ |t| for all t ∈ R;
(4) f (t)/t → 1 as t → 0;
(5) | f (t)| ≤ m1/2m|t|1/m for all t ∈ R;
(6) 1
m
f (t)≤ t f ′(t)≤ f (t) for all t > 0;
(7) f (t)/ m√t → m1/2m as t →+∞;
According to [7] (see Corollary 2.1 and Proposition 2.2 in it, note that the embedding in
Corollary 2.1 of [7] is also compact.), we have:
Lemma 4 The map: v 7→ f (v) from X into Lr(RN) is continuous for 1 ≤ r ≤ 2∗m, and is
locally compact for 1 ≤ r < 2∗m.
Using this change of variable, we rewrite the functional I(u) to:
J(v) = I( f (v)) = ε
2
2
∫
RN
|∇v|2 + 1
2
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(v)−
∫
RN
G( f (v)).
The critical point of J is the weak solution of equation
− ε2∆v+V (x) f (v) f ′(v) = g( f (v)) f ′(v), x ∈ RN . (2.1)
Now we define a suitable modification of the functional J in order to regain the Palais-
Smale condition. In this time, we make use of the method in [18].
Let l be a positive constant such that
l = sup{s > 0 : g(t)
t
≤ V0k for every 0 ≤ t ≤ s} (2.2)
for some k > θ/(θ −2) with θ ∈ (2m,q]. We define the functions:
γ(s) =
{
g(s), s > 0;
0, s ≤ 0. γ¯(s) =
{
γ(s), 0 ≤ s ≤ l;
V0
k s, s > l.
and
p(x,s) = χR(x)γ(s)+(1−χR(x))γ¯(s),
P(x,s) =
∫ s
0
p(x, t)dt,
where χR denotes the characteristic function of the set BR (the ball centered at 0 and with
radius R in RN ), R > 0 is sufficiently large and such that
min
BR
V (x)< min
∂BR
V (x).
By definition, the function p(x,s) is measurable in x, of class C in s and satisfies:
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(p1) 0 < θP(x,s)≤ p(x,s)s for every x ∈ BR and s ∈ R+.
(p2) 0 ≤ 2P(x,s)≤ p(x,s)s ≤ 1k V (x)s2 for every x ∈ BcR :=RN \BR and s ∈ R+.
Now we study the existence of solutions for the deformed equation:
− ε2∆v+V (x) f (v) f ′(v) = p(x, f (v)) f ′(v), x ∈ RN . (2.3)
The corresponding functional of (2.3) is given by
¯J(v) =
ε2
2
∫
RN
|∇v|2 + 1
2
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(v)−
∫
RN
P(x, f (v)).
For v ∈ X , since
|∇(| f (v)|m)|2 = m
2| f (v)|2(m−1)
1+m| f (v)|2(m−1) |∇v|
2 ≤ m|∇v|2, (2.4)
we infer that | f (v)|m ∈ X . By Sobolev inequality, we have
‖ f (v)‖2∗m = ‖| f (v)|m‖1/m2∗ ≤C‖∇(| f (v)|m)‖1/m2 ≤C‖v‖1/mX . (2.5)
It results that f (v)∈ L2∗m(RN). Using interpolation inequality, we obtain that f (v)∈ Lq(RN).
Thus ¯J is well defined on X . Let (vn)⊂ X ,v ∈ X with vn → v in X . Then from Lemma 4, we
infer that V (x) f 2(vn)→ V (x) f 2(v) in L1(RN) and that f (vn)→ f (v) in Lq(RN). Thus ¯J is
continuous on X . ¯J is Gateaux-differentiable in X and the G-derivative is
〈 ¯J′(v),ϕ〉 = ε2
∫
RN
∇v∇ϕ +
∫
RN
V (x) f (v) f ′(v)ϕ
−
∫
RN
p(x, f (v)) f ′(v)ϕ , ∀ϕ ∈ X .
Then if v ∈ X ∩L∞(RN) is a critical point of ¯J, and v(x) ≤ a := f−1(l), ∀x ∈ BcR, we have
u = f (v) ∈ X ∩L∞(RN) (note that we have |u| ≤ |v| and |∇u| ≤ |∇v| by the properties of f )
is a solution of (1.2).
3 Compactness of (PS) sequence
In this section, we show that the functional ¯J satisfies (PS) condition, this is a crucial job, its
proof is composed of four steps. Let S denotes the best Sobolev constant, we have
Lemma 5 Assume that condition (V) holds and q ∈ (2m,2∗m). Then ¯J satisfies (PS) condi-
tion at level cε < 1Nm ε
NSN/2.
Proof Let (vn) ∈ E be a (PS) sequence of ¯J at level cε , that is, (vn) satisfies:
¯J(vn) =
ε2
2
∫
RN
|∇vn|2 + 12
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)
−
∫
RN
P(x, f (vn)) = cε +o(1), (3.1)
and
〈 ¯J′(vn),ϕ〉 = ε2
∫
RN
∇vn∇ϕ +
∫
RN
V (x) f (vn) f ′(vn)ϕ
−
∫
RN
p(x, f (vn)) f ′(vn)ϕ = o(1)‖ϕ‖X , ∀ϕ ∈ X . (3.2)
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We divide the proof into four steps.
Step 1: the sequence
∫
RN (|∇vn|2 +V (x) f 2(vn)) is bounded. Multiplying (3.1) by θ (θ is
given in section 2) and using (p1)-(p2), we get
θε2
2
∫
RN
|∇vn|2 + θ2
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)
≤
∫
BR
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)+ θ2k
∫
BcR
V (x) f 2(vn)+θcε +o(1).
On the other hand, taking ϕ = f (vn)/ f ′(vn) in (3.2), we get
∫
RN
ε2
(
1+
m(m−1)| f (vn)|2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vn|2 +
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)
=
∫
RN
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)+o(‖vn‖X )≥
∫
BR
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)+o(1)‖vn‖X .
Conbining the above two inequalities, we get
(
θ
2
−m)ε2
∫
RN
|∇vn|2 +(θ2 −
θ
2k −1)
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)
≤ θε
2
2
∫
RN
|∇vn|2−
∫
RN
ε2
(
1+ m(m−1)| f (vn)|
2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vn|2
+
θ
2
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)− θ2k
∫
BcR
V (x) f 2(vn)−
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)
≤ θcε +o(1)+o(1)‖vn‖X . (3.3)
Since θ > 2m and k > θθ−2 , we get the conclusion from (3.3).
Step 2: for every δ > 0, there exists R1 ≥ R > 0 such that
limsup
n→∞
∫
Bc2R1
(|∇vn|2 +V (x) f 2(vn))< δ . (3.4)
We consider a cut-off function ψR1 = 0 on BR1 , ψR1 = 1 on Bc2R1 , |∇ψR1 | ≤C/R1 on RN for
some constant C > 0. On one hand, taking ϕ = f (vn)/ f ′(vn), we compute 〈 ¯J′(vn),ϕψR1〉
and get
o(1)‖vn‖X =
∫
RN
ε2
(
1+
m(m−1)| f (vn)|2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vn|2ψR1
+
∫
RN
ε2ϕ∇vn∇ψR1 +
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)ψR1
−
∫
RN
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)ψR1
≥
∫
RN
ε2|∇vn|2ψR1 +
∫
RN
ε2ϕ∇vn∇ψR1
+(1− 1k )
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)ψR1 . (3.5)
On the other hand, by Ho¨lder inequality,∣∣∣∣
∫
RN
ϕ∇vn∇ψR1
∣∣∣∣≤ CR1 ‖∇vn‖L2(RN)‖ϕ‖L2(RN). (3.6)
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Note that ‖∇vn‖L2(RN) is bounded, and
‖ϕ‖2L2(RN) =
∫
RN
f 2(vn)(1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1))
=
∫
RN
f 2(vn)+m
∫
RN
| f (vn)|2m, (3.7)
by (2.5), ‖ϕ‖L2(RN) is bounded also. Therefore, it follows from (3.5)-(3.7) that
limsup
n→∞
∫
Bc2R1
(|∇vn|2 +V (x) f 2(vn))≤ CR1
for R1 sufficiently large, this yields (3.4).
Step 3, there exists v ∈ X such that
lim
n→∞
∫
RN
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn) =
∫
RN
p(x, f (v)) f (v). (3.8)
Firstly, by step 1, there exists v ∈ X such that up to a subsequence, vn → v weakly in X and
vn → v a.e. in RN . Since we may replace vn by |vn|, we assume vn ≥ 0 and v ≥ 0. By (3.4),
for any δ > 0, there exists R1 > 0 sufficiently large such that
limsup
n→∞
∫
Bc2R1
(|∇vn|2 +V (x) f 2(vn))≤ kδ .
Therefore, by (p2) we have
limsup
n→∞
∫
Bc2R1
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)≤ limsup
n→∞
∫
Bc2R1
V (x)
k
f 2(vn)≤ δ , (3.9)
and by Fatou Lemma, ∫
Bc2R1
p(x, f (v)) f (v)≤ δ . (3.10)
Secondly, we prove that
∫
B2R1
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)→
∫
B2R1
p(x, f (v)) f (v). (3.11)
Then from this, (3.9)-(3.10), and the arbitrariness of δ , we get (3.8). In fact, since (vn) is
bounded in X , we have ( f (vn)) is bounded also. Thus there exists a w∈ X such that f (vn)⇀
w in X , f (vn)→ w in Lr(BR1) for 1 ≤ r < 2∗ and f (vn)→ w a.e. in BR1 . According to (2.4),
(| f (vn)|m) is also bounded in X . By a normal argument, we have | f (vn)|m ⇀ |w|m in X ,
| f (vn)|m → |w|m in Lr(BR1) for 1≤ r < 2∗ and | f (vn)|m → |w|m a.e. in BR1 . Applying Lions’
concentration compactness principle [12] to (| f (vn)|m) on ¯BR1 , we obtain that there exist two
nonnegative measures µ , ν , a countable index set K, positive constants {µk}, {νk}, k ∈ K
and a collection of points {xk}, k ∈ K in ¯BR1 such that for all k ∈ K,
(i) ν = |w|2∗m + ∑
k∈K
νkδxk ;
(ii) µ = |∇(|w|m)|2 + ∑
k∈K
µkδxk ;
(iii) µk ≥ Sν2/2
∗
k ,
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where δxk is the Dirac measure at xk, S is the best Sobolev constant. We claim that νk = 0
for all k ∈ K. In fact, let xk be a singular point of measures µ and ν , as in [10], we define a
function φ ∈C∞0 (RN) by
φ(x) =


1, Bρ(xk);
0, RN\B2ρ (xk);
φ ≥ 0, |∇φ | ≤ 1ρ , B2ρ (xk)\Bρ (xk).
where Bρ (xk) is a ball centered at xk and with radius ρ > 0. We take ϕ = φ f (vn)/ f ′(vn) as
test functions in 〈 ¯J′(vn),ϕ〉 and get
∫
RN
ε2
(
1+ m(m−1)| f (vn)|
2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vn|2 ·φ
+
∫
RN
ε2∇vn∇φ · f (vn)/ f ′(vn)+
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vn)φ
−
∫
RN
p(x, f (vn)) f (vn)φ = o(1)‖vnφ‖X . (3.12)
Then Lions’ concentration compactness principle implies that
∫
BR1
|∇| f (vn)|m|2φ →
∫
BR1
φdµ ,
∫
BR1
| f (vn)|2∗mφ →
∫
BR1
φdν . (3.13)
Since xk is singular point of ν , by the continuity of f , we have
f (vn(x))|(B2ρ\{xk}) → ∞
as ρ → 0. Thus
1+
m(m−1)| f (vn)|2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
= m−o(ρ).
on B2ρ for ρ sufficiently small. Then by (2.4) we get from (3.12) that
∫
BR1
ε2φdµ −
∫
BR1
φdν
= lim
n→∞
[∫
BR1
ε2|∇| f (vn)|m|2φ −
∫
BR1
| f (vn)|2∗mφ
]
≤ lim
n→∞
[∫
BR1
mε2|∇vn|2φ −
∫
BR1
| f (vn)|2∗mφ
]
≤ lim
n→∞
[∫
BR1
ε2
(
1+ m(m−1)| f (vn)|
2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vn|2φ
+o(ρ)
∫
BR1
ε2|∇vn|2φ −
∫
BR1
| f (vn)|2∗mφ
]
≤ lim
n→∞
[
−
∫
BR1
ε2∇vn∇φ · f (vn)/ f ′(vn)+λ
∫
BR1
| f (vn)|qφ
+o(ρ)
∫
BR1
ε2|∇vn|2φ +o(1)‖vnφ‖X
]
. (3.14)
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We prove that the last inequality in (3.14) tends to zero as ρ → 0. By Ho¨lder inequality, we
have
lim
n→∞
∣∣∣∣
∫
BR1
∇vn∇φ · f (vn)/ f ′(vn)
∣∣∣∣
≤ limsup
n→∞
(∫
BR1
|∇vn|2
)1/2
·
(∫
BR1
|[ f (vn)/ f ′(vn)] ·∇φ |2
)1/2
. (3.15)
Since | f (vn)/ f ′(vn)|2 = f 2(vn)+m| f (vn)|2m, using Ho¨lder inequality we have
lim
n→∞
∫
BR1
|[ f (vn)/ f ′(vn)] ·∇φ |2
≤Cρ(‖w‖2L2∗ (B2ρ (x j))+‖w‖2L2∗m(B2ρ (x j))
)→ 0
as ρ → 0. Thus we obtain that the right hand side of (3.15) tends to 0. On the other hand,
since q ∈ (2m,2∗m), by Lemma 4, we can prove that g(x,h(vn))h(vn)φ → g(x,w)wφ in
L1(BR1) and
∫
BR1
g(x,w)wφ → 0 as ρ → 0. All these facts imply that the last inequality
in (3.14) tends to zero as ρ → 0. Thus νk ≥ ε2µk . This means that either νk = 0 or νk ≥
εNSN/2 by virtue of Lions’ concentration compactness principle. We claim that the latter is
impossible. Indeed, if νk ≥ εNSN/2 holds for some k ∈ K, then
cε = lim
n→∞
{
¯J(vn)− 12m 〈
¯J′(vn), f (vn)/ f ′(vn)〉
}
≥ lim
n→∞
{
(
1
2m
− 1
2∗m
)
∫
RN
| f (vn)|2∗m
}
≥ ( 1
2m
− 1
2∗m
)
∫
RN
dν
≥ ( 1
2m
− 1
2∗m
)
∫
RN
|w|2∗m +( 1
2m
− 1
2∗m
)SN/2εN ≥ 1
Nm
εNSN/2,
which is a contradiction. Thus νk = 0 for all k ∈ K, and it implies that ‖ f (vn)‖L2∗m(BR1 )
→ ‖w‖L2∗m(BR1 ). By the uniform convexity of L
2∗m(BR1), we have f (vn) → w strongly in
L2∗m(BR1). Finally, since p(x, f (vn)) f (vn) is sub-(2∗m) growth on B2R1 \BR1 , we conclude
that (3.11) holds. This proves (3.8).
Step 4: (vn) is compact in X . Since we have (3.8), the proof of the compactness is trivial.
This completes the proof of the lemma. 
4 Proof of main results
Before we prove Theorem 1, we will show firstly some properties about the change variable
f .
Lemma 6 Let f1(v) = | f (v)|m/v, v 6= 0 and f1(0) = 0, then f1 is continuous, odd, nonde-
creasing and
lim
v→0
f1(v) = 0, and lim|v|→+∞ | f1(v)|=
√
m. (4.1)
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Proof In fact, by (6) of Lemma 3,
f ′1(v) = v−2(m| f (v)|m−2 f (v) f ′(v)v−| f (v)|m)≥ 0,
so f1 is nondecreasing. By (4) of Lemma 3, f1(v) → 0 as v → 0. Finally, according to
Hospital Principle,
lim
v→+∞ f1(v) = limv→+∞
| f (v)|m
v
= lim
v→+∞ m| f (v)|
m−2 f (v) f ′(v) =√m.
This shows that (4.1) holds. 2
Lemma 7 There exists d0 > 0 such that
lim
v→+∞(
√
mv− f m(v))≥ d0.
Proof Assume that v > 0. Since by (6) of Lemma 3, f (v)≤ m f ′(v)v, we have
√
mv− f m(v) ≥ √mv−m f m−1(v) f ′(v)v
=
√
1+m f 2(m−1)(v)−√m f m−1(v)√
1+m f 2(m−1)(v)
√
mv
=
√
mv(√
1+m f 2(m−1)(v)+√m f m−1(v))√1+m f 2(m−1)(v)
≥
√
mv
2(1+m f 2(m−1)(v)) ≥
f m(v)
4m f 2(m−1)(v)
=
1
4m f m−2(v) := d(m,v). (4.2)
In the last inequality, we have used the fact that
√
mv ≥ f m(v) and that m f 2(m−1)(v)> 1 for
v > 0 sufficiently large.
If 1 < m < 2, then d(m,v)→ +∞ as v → +∞. If m = 2, then d(m,v) = 1/8. If m > 2,
we claim that
√
mv− f m(v)→ 0 as v →+∞ is impossible. In fact, assume on the contrary,
then using Hospital Principle, we get
0 ≤ lim
v→+∞
√
mv− f m(v)
f 2−m(v) = limv→+∞
√
m−m f m−1(v) f ′(v)
(2−m) f 1−m(v) f ′(v)
= lim
v→+∞
m
(2−m) f 1−m(v)(√m√1+m f 2(m−1)(v)+m f m−1(v))
=
1
2(2−m) < 0.
This is a contradiction. Thus for all m > 1, there exists d0 > 0 such that there holds
lim
v→+∞(
√
mv− f m(v))≥ d0.
This completes the proof. 2
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Lemma 8 We have
(i) If 1 < m < 2, then
lim
v→+∞
√
mv− f m(v)
f 2−m(v) =
1
2(2−m) .
(ii) If m ≥ 2, then
lim
v→+∞
√
mv− f m(v)
log f (v) ≤
{ 1
2 , m = 2;
0, m > 2.
Proof Firstly, we prove part (i). According to (4.2) in Lemma 7, we have √mv− f m(v)→
+∞ as v →+∞. Thus by Hospital Principle, we get
lim
v→+∞
√
mv− f m(v)
f 2−m(v) = limv→+∞
√
m−m f m−1(v) f ′(v)
(2−m) f 1−m(v) f ′(v) =
1
2(2−m) .
Next, we prove part (ii). If there exists a constant C > 0 such that √mv− f m(v) ≤ C,
then the conclusion holds. Otherwise, assume that
√
mv− f m(v)→ +∞ as v → +∞. Then
again by Hospital Principle, we have
lim
v→+∞
√
mv− f m(v)
log f (v) = limv→+∞
√
m−m f m−1(v) f ′(v)
f ′(v)/ f (v) =
{ 1
2 , m = 2;
0, m > 2.
This completes the proof. 2
To prove Theorem 1, it is crucial to prove that ¯J has the mountain pass level cε <
1
Nm ε
NSN/2. Let us consider the following family of functions in [3]
v∗ω(x) =
[n(n−2)ω2](n−2)/4
[ω2 + |x|2](n−2)/2 ,
which solves the equation −∆u = u2∗−1 in RN and satisfies ‖∇v∗ω‖2L2 = ‖v∗ω‖2
∗
L2∗ = S
N/2
.
Let ω be such that 2ω < R and let ηω(x) ∈ [0,1] be a positive smooth cut-off function with
ηω(x) = 1 in Bω , ηω(x) = 0 in BR \B2ω . Let vω = ηω v∗ω . For all ω > 0, there exists tω > 0
such that ¯J(tω vω)< 0 for all t > tω . Define the class of paths
Γ = {γ ∈C([0,1],X) : γ(0) = 0,γ(1) = tω vω},
and the minimax level
cε = infγ∈Γ maxt∈[0,1]
¯J(γ(t)).
Let tω be such that
¯J(tωvω) = max
t≥0
¯J(tvω).
Note that the sequence (vω) is uniformly bounded in X , then if ¯J(tω vω)→ 0 as tω → 0, we
are done; on the other hand, if tω → +∞, then ¯J(tωvω) →−∞, which is impossible, so it
remains to consider the case where the sequence (tω) is upper and lower bounded by two
positive constants. According to [3], we have, as ω → 0,
‖∇vω‖2L2 = SN/2 +O(ωN−2), ‖vω‖2
∗
L2∗ = S
N/2 +O(ωN).
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Let a∈ (0, ε(N−2)/22√m ), b∈ ( 2ε
(N−2)/2√
m
,+∞) be such that tω ∈ [a,b], ∀ω ∈ (0,ω0), where ω0 > 0
small enough. By computing ddt ¯J(tvω) = 0, we obtain tω =
ε(N−2)/2√
m
+o(1). Let
H(v) =−1
2
V (x) f 2(v)+ λ
q
| f (v)|q− 1
2∗m
|√mv|2∗ + 1
2∗m
| f (v)|2∗m,
then by (4.1) and (4) of Lemma 3, for m > 1, we have
lim
|v|→+∞
H(v)/|v|2∗ = 0, and lim
v→0
H(v)/v2 =−1
2
V (x).
Thus H(v) is sub-(2∗) growth.
The following proposition is important to the computation of a mountain pass level
cε <
1
Nm ε
nSN/2.
Proposition 9 Under the assumptions of Theorem 1, there exists a function τ = τ(ω) such
that limω→0 τ(ω) = +∞ and for ω small enough,
∫
RN
H(tω vω) ≥ τ(ω) ·ωN−2.
Proof We divide the proof into three steps.
Step 1: we prove that
1
ωN−2
∫
Bω
H(tω vω)≥ τ1(ω) (4.3)
with limω→0 τ1(ω) = +∞.
By the definition of vω , for x ∈ Bω , there exist constants c2 ≥ c1 > 0 such that for ω
small enough, we have
c1ω
−(N−2)/2 ≤ vω(x)≤ c2ω−(N−2)/2.
and
c1ω
−(N−2)/2 ≤ f m(vω(x))≤ c2ω−(N−2)/2. (4.4)
On one hand, by (7) of Lemma 3, (4.4) and the continuity of V (x) in ¯Bω , there exists C1 > 0
such that ∫
Bω
V (x) f 2(tω vω)≤C1ωN− 2m N−22 =C1ω ( 2
∗
2 − 1m )(N−2). (4.5)
Similarly, there exists C2 > 0 such that∫
Bω
f q(tωvω )≥C2ωN−
q
m
N−2
2 =C2ω (
2∗
2 − q¯2 )(N−2), (4.6)
where q¯ = q/m. On the other hand, using Ho¨lder inequality, we have
1
2∗m
∫
Bω
[
(
√
mtω vω)
2∗ − ( f m(tω vω))2∗
]
≤ 1
m
∫
Bω
(
√
mtω vω)
2∗−1[
√
mtω vω − f m(tω vω)]
≤ 1
m
(∫
Bω
(
√
mtω vω)
2∗
)(2∗−1)/2∗(∫
Bω
[
√
mtω vω − f m(tωvω)]2∗
)1/2∗
. (4.7)
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Case 1: 1 < m < 2. From (4.7) and (i) of Lemma 8, we obtain that there exists C3 > 0
such that
1
2∗m
∫
Bω
[
(
√
mtω vω)
2∗− ( f m(tωvω))2∗
]
≤C3ω [N−(
2
m−1) N−22 2∗] 12∗ =C3ω (1−
1
m )(N−2). (4.8)
Combining (4.5), (4.6) and (4.8), we have
1
ωN−2
∫
Bω
H(tω vω)
≥−C1ω (
2∗
2 − 1m−1)(N−2)+C2ω (
2∗
2 − q¯2−1)(N−2)−C3ω−
1
m (N−2) := τ1(ω).
It is obvious that 2∗2 − 1m −1 >− 1m . No matter which one of conditions (i)-(iv) in Theorem
1 holds, we all have 2∗2 − q¯2 −1 <− 1m . It results that τ1(ω)→+∞ as ω → 0.
Case 2: m ≥ 2. Note that for any δ ∈ (0,m), limv→+∞ log f (v)/ f δ (v) = 0, we have
log f (v)≤ f δ (v) for v > 0 large enough. Thus for ω > 0 small enough, from (4.7) and (ii)
of Lemma 8, we get
1
2∗m
∫
Bω
[
(
√
mtω vω)
2∗− ( f m(tωvω))2∗
]
≤C′3ω [N−
δ
m
N−2
2 2
∗] 12∗ =C′3ω
1
2 (1− δm )(N−2). (4.9)
Combining (4.5), (4.6) and (4.9), we have
1
ωN−2
∫
Bω
H(tω vω)
≥−C1ω (
2∗
2 − 1m−1)(N−2)+C2ω (
2∗
2 − q¯2−1)(N−2)−C′3ω−
1
2 (1+
δ
m )(N−2) := τ1(ω).
Since m≥ 2, we have 2∗2 − 1m −1>− 12 (1+ δm ). No matter which one of conditions (v)-(viii)
in Theorem 1 holds, there exists a δ = δ (N, q¯)> 0 (depends on N and q¯) small enough such
that 2∗2 − q¯2 −1 <− 12 (1+ δm ). It results that τ1(ω)→+∞ as ω → 0.
Case 1 and case 2 show that (4.3) holds.
Step 2: we prove that there exists C4 > 0 such that
1
ωN−2
∫
B2ω\Bω
H(tω vω)≥−C4ω (
2∗
2 − 1m−1)(N−2) := τ2(ω). (4.10)
Note that for x ∈ B2ω\Bω , we have
vω(x)≤ v∗ω(x)≤ c2ω−(N−2)/2. (4.11)
Since ηω is a positive smooth cut-off function, without lost of generality, we may assume
that ηω is such that ∫
B2ω\Bω
|vω |2∗ ≤
∫
B2ω\Bω
V (x) f 2(vω).
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Thus by (4.1) and (4.11), we have
1
ωN−2
∫
B2ω\Bω
H(tω vω)
≥− 1
2ωN−2
∫
B2ω\Bω
V (x) f 2(tω vω)− 12∗mωN−2
∫
B2ω\Bω
|√mtω vω |2∗
≥− C5
ωN−2
∫
B2ω\Bω
V (x) f 2(tω vω)
≥−C4ωN−
2
m
N−2
2 −(N−2) =−C4ω (
2∗
2 − 1m−1)(N−2),
where C4 > 0, C5 > 0 are constants. This shows that (4.10) holds.
Step 3: to conclude, let τ(ω) = τ1(ω)+ τ2(ω), we have τ(ω)→ +∞ as ω → 0. This
implies the conclusion of the proposition. 2
Proof of Theorem 1 By (4) and (7) of Lemma 3, it is easy to verify that ¯J has the Mountain
Pass Geometry. Lemma 5 shows that ¯J satisfies (PS) condition. We prove that ¯J has the
mountain pass level cε < 1Nm ε
NSN/2. Let
F(t) =
ε2
2
‖∇(tvω )‖2L2 −
1
2∗m
‖√mtvω‖2∗L2∗ .
Then we have
F(t)≤ F(t0) = 1Nmε
NSN/2 +O(ωN−2), ∀t ≥ 0, (4.12)
where t0 = ε
(N−2)/2√
m
. By (4.12) and (9), we have
¯J(tω vω) = F(tω vω)−
∫
RN
H(tω vω)
≤ 1
Nm
εNSN/2 +O(ωN−2)− τ(ω)ωN−2
<
1
Nm
εNSN/2.
This shows that ¯J(v) has a nontrivial critical point vε ∈ X , which is a weak solution of (2.3).
We prove that vε is also a weak solution of (2.1). Firstly, we can argue as the proof of
Proposition 2.1 in [18] to obtain that
lim
ε→0
max
x∈∂BR
vε (x) = 0.
Thus there exists ε0 > 0 such that for all ε ∈ (0,ε0), we have vε(x)≤ a := f−1(l), ∀ |x|= R,
where l is given in (2.2). Secondly, we prove that
vε(x)≤ a, ∀ ε ∈ (0,ε0) and ∀ x ∈ RN \BR. (4.13)
Taking
ϕ =
{
(vε −a)+, x ∈ RN \BR;
0, x ∈ BR.
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as a test function in 〈 ¯J′(vε),ϕ〉= 0, we get
ε2
∫
RN\BR
|∇(vε −a)+|2
+ε2
∫
RN\BR
(
V (x)− p(x, f (vε))f (vε)
)
f (vε) f ′(vε)(vε −a)+ = 0. (4.14)
By (p2), we have
V (x)− p(x, f (vε))f (vε) > 0, ∀x ∈ R
N \BR.
Therefore, all terms in (4.14) must be equal to zero. This implies vε ≤ a in RN \BR. This
proves (4.13). Thus vε is a solution of Problem (2.1).
To complete the proof, we deduce as the proof for Theorem 4.1 in [11] to obtain that
vε |BR ∈ L∞(BR). Thus uε = f (vε) ∈ X ∩L∞(RN) is a nontrivial weak solution of (1.2). Fi-
nally, by Proposition 10 in the following, we have limε→0 ‖uε‖X = 0 and uε (x)≤Ce−
β
ε |x−xε |.
This completes the proof. 2
We prove the norm estimate and the exponential decay.
Proposition 10 Let vε ∈ X ∩L∞(RN) be a solution of (2.1) and let uε = f (vε), then we have
lim
ε→0
‖uε‖X = 0, and uε (x)≤Ce−
β
ε |x−xε |,
where C > 0, β > 0 are constants.
Proof Firstly, let x0 ∈ BR be such that V (x0) =V0. Define J0 : X → R by
J0(v) =
1
2
∫
RN
|∇v|2 + 1
2
∫
RN
V0 f 2(v)−
∫
RN
G( f (v)).
Let
c0 = infγ∈Γ0
sup
t∈[0,1]
J0(γ(t)),
Γ0 = {v ∈C([0,1],X) : γ(0) = 0,J0(γ(1))< 0}.
Similar to the proof for estimate (2.4) in [18] (or Lemma 3.1 in [20]), we can show that
cε ≤ εNc0 +o(εN) by using the change of coordinates y = (x− x0)/ε . Arguing as for (3.3),
and by virtue of this energy estimate, we obtain
‖vε‖X ≤ θcε
min{( θ2 −m)ε2,( θ2 − θ2k −1)}
≤ 2θc0θ −2m ε
N−2 +o(εN−2)
for ε > 0 sufficient small. Let uε = f (vε), then uε 6= 0. Note that |∇uε | ≤ |vε | and |uε | ≤ |vε |,
we get limε→0 ‖uε‖X = 0.
Secondly, similar to the proof for Theorem 4.1 in [11], we conclude that vε ∈ L∞(RN)
and by [9], we have vε ∈C1,α(BR). Now let xε denote the maximum point of vε in BR and
let
σ := sup{s > 0 : g(t) <V0t for every t ∈ [0,s]}.
Then vε(xε) ≥ f−1(σ ) for ε > 0 small. In fact, assume that vε (xε) < f−1(σ ) for some
ε > 0 sufficiently small. According to the definition of l (see (2.2)) and σ , we have vε (x)≤
f−1(l)< f−1(σ ) (note that k > 1 in (2.2)), ∀x ∈ RN \BR. Thus
V (x)− g( f (vε))f (vε) > 0, ∀x ∈ R
N .
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Since vε = f−1(uε) is a critical point of Jε , we choose ϕ = f (vε)/ f ′(vε) as a test function
in 〈J′ε(vε ),ϕ〉= 0 and get
0 = ε2
∫
RN
(
1+
m(m−1)| f (vn)|2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vε |2
+
∫
RN
V (x) f 2(vε )−
∫
RN
g( f (vε)) f (vε)
= ε2
∫
RN
(
1+ m(m−1)| f (vn)|
2(m−1)
1+m| f (vn)|2(m−1)
)
|∇vε |2
+
∫
RN
(
V (x)− g( f (vε))f (vε)
)
f 2(vε ).
It turns out that all terms in the above equality must be equal to zero, which means that
vε ≡ 0, a contradiction.
Now let wε(x) = vε (xε + εx), then wε solves the equation
−∆wε +V (xε + εx) f (wε) f ′(wε) = g( f (wε)) f ′(wε), x ∈ RN .
Note that limt→0+
f (t) f ′(t)
t = 1 by the properties of f and that wε (x)→ 0 as |x| → +∞, we
have, there exists R0 > 0 such that for all |x| ≥ R0,
f (wε(x)) f ′(wε(x))≥ 34 wε(x) (4.15)
and
g( f (wε(x))) f ′(wε(x))≤ V02 wε(x). (4.16)
Let ϕ(x) = Me−β |x| with β 2 < V04 and Me−βR0 ≥ wε(x) for all |x| = R0. It is easy to verify
that for x 6= 0,
∆ϕ ≤ β 2ϕ . (4.17)
Now define ψε = ϕ −wε . Using (4.15)-(4.17), we have

−∆ψε + V04 ψε ≥ 0, in |x| ≥ R0;
ψε ≥ 0, in |x|= R0;
lim|x|→∞ ψε = 0.
By the maximum principle, we have ψε ≥ 0 for all |x| ≥ R0. Thus, we obtain that for all
|x| ≥ R0,
wε(x)≤ ϕ(x)≤ Me−β |x|.
Using the change of variable, we have that for all |x| ≥ R0,
vε(x) = wε(ε
−1(x− xε))≤ Me−
β
ε |x−xε |.
Then by the regularity of vε on BR and note that f (t)≤ t for all t ≥ 0, we have
uε (x)≤Ce−
β
ε |x−xε |
for some C > 0. This completes the proof. 
Proof of Theorem 2 We consider the following equation
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−∆u + V (x)u− kα(∆(|u|2α))|u|2α−2u
= λ |u|q−2u+ |u|2∗(2α)−2u, u > 0,x ∈ RN . (4.18)
Let y = εx with ε ∈ (0,ε0), ε0 is given by Theorem 1, then we can transform (4.18) into
− ε2∆u + ¯V (y)u− kαε2(∆(|u|2α))|u|2α−2u
= λ |u|q−2u+ |u|2∗(2α)−2u, u > 0,y ∈ RN . (4.19)
Here ¯V (y) =V ( yε ) still has the properties given in assumption (V). Thus according to Theo-
rem 1, (4.19) has a positive weak solution uε (y) in X ∩L∞(RN), this implies that (4.18) has
a positive weak solution u1(x) = uε (εx). 2
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